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Shoe-factory Accounting
By Roscoe H. Belknap

The problems of shoe-factory accounting necessarily vary to
a considerable extent with the requirements of different factories.
The shoe manufacturing industry in this country is carried on
by concerns which vary widely in size, in type and quality of
goods manufactured and in selling plan. In the matter of size,
shoe factories vary from those making only a few hundred pairs
a day to the large factories whose daily production is counted by
the tens of thousands of pairs. The goods produced include every
possible kind of covering for the feet of both sexes and of all
ages, with the infinite variety of qualities and styles demanded by
the individual purse and taste.
Some concerns make and sell a considerable variety, as for
example, men’s and women’s, boys’ and youths’, misses’ and chil
dren’s, of many paterns and qualities. Others confine themselves
to a single type, such as a man’s heavy work shoe—and between
the two extremes there are many gradations.
Further, some factories sell their product entirely to jobbers;
others sell entirely to retailers; others sell through their own job
bing houses or their own retail stores or by mail direct to the
consumer. There are also many instances in which the product is
sold through a combination of two or more of these selling
methods. While in most cases shoes are manufactured on specific
orders, many factories also make shoes for stock, and there are
some concerns which manufacture entirely for stock.
In an industry which presents such a wide variety of phases
it is apparent that there must be problems which are peculiar to
a single factory or class of factories and that the accounting
methods, in order to give satisfactory results, must be adapted to
meet individual needs.
There are, however, certain problems which are common to
practically every shoe manufacturer and certain methods which
experience has shown to be of general application, and it is the
object of this paper to discuss some of these general problems
and methods rather than to attempt to show in detail all the varia
tions caused by the needs of a particular factory.
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The main problem of the shoe manufacturing business, so far
as accounting is concerned, is to obtain cost figures which will be
both accurate and helpful and will be available for use at the
earliest possible moment. This need is, of course, common to all
manufacturing businesses, and the peculiarities of the shoe manu
facturing business in this respect come principally under the head
of classification and method of application.
Probably the first thing which impresses anyone who attempts
to make a careful study of the shoe manufacturing business is
the wide variety of materials and the great number of labor
operations which are required to produce the finished shoe.
The principal raw material used is, of course, leather, but to
consider leather as a single item of cost, without further subdi
vision, would be absolutely meaningless. The leather used to
make the upper of a shoe may have been manufactured from the
skin of a steer, a calf, a goat, a kid, a horse or even of a fish or
snake, and from each of these basic raw materials a wide variety
of tannages and colors is made, all with variations in cost. The
leather used for the linings and trimmings is quite distinct from
that used for the upper, and that used for the soles, heels, welting,
etc., is of an entirely different nature.
Besides leather, many other materials are required in the
manufacture of a shoe. The upper may be made of cloth instead
of leather. Cloth is used to a large extent in linings. There are
also required such articles as hooks, eyelets, laces, cotton, silk and
linen thread, nails, tacks, wire and the great variety of gums,
waxes and chemicals which are used to obtain the different
finishes and dressings.
Bearing in mind that in the great majority of shoe factories
considerable numbers of types and styles of shoes are manu
factured, it is apparent that the material cost of a shoe must be
calculated by a number of subdivisions. Common practice of shoe
manufacturers, which seems to be based on sound logic, has
adopted the following as the main subdivisions of the material
cost:
1. Upper stock.
2. Linings and trimmings.
3. Bottom stock.
4. Special findings.
5. General findings.
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Upper stock consists of the basic material used in the upper.
This is mainly upper leather, but if cloth is used it belongs in this
classification.
Linings and trimmings include all materials used for the lin
ing and trimming of the shoes, such as sheepskin and drill linings,
facings, button fly linings, etc.
Bottom stock includes the various items usually of sole leather,
which make up the bottom part of the shoe, that is, the outer
sole, inner sole, heel, etc.
Special “findings” are those which are individual in their
nature and cost to the particular kind of shoe. Such items are
hooks, eyelets, laces, buttons, bows, buckles, etc.
General findings include articles which are practically common
to all shoes of a similar grade. These items, such as wire, tacks,
glue, etc., while very numerous, are of a relatively small cost per
pair, and it is not ordinarily considered practicable or useful to
attempt to segregate the cost of each particular article as applied
to a particular shoe.
As these five main divisions have a logical basis and are gen
erally recognized in the trade, it seems to follow that at least
these subdivisions of purchase and usage of materials must be
recognized in the accounts of a shoe manufacturer. Practically
every manufacturer will require a considerable subdivision of
each of these main classes; but the details of these subdivisions
will depend entirely on the nature and individual needs of the
business.
In the classification of labor there is more difference in practice
as to the main divisions used. The basis, however, is almost in
variably that of departments.
In the ordinary process of manufacture, if only one method
of sole fastening is used, every shoe goes through every shoe
making department in the factory and takes on some labor cost
in every department, although, of course, there are certain opera
tions which are required on some shoes and not on others.
Where two or more methods of sole fastening are used in
the same factory, there is a separate department for each of the
operations.
The usual manufacturing procedure is in general as follows:
The various parts of uppers and linings are cut in the upper
cutting room and are assembled .and delivered to the stitching or
fitting room. The stitching department sews, cements or other
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wise fastens the different parts together and passes its product on
as a fitted upper. While the uppers and linings are being cut and
fitted, the bottom stock is prepared by the sole-leather stock fitting
room; and the two elements come together in an assembling
room, where the upper and bottom stock for the individual shoe,
or rather case of shoes, is assembled and the proper lasts on
which the shoes are to be made are picked out.
The principal parts necessary for the completed shoe, thus
assembled, go to the making room, where the upper and bottom
are attached over the last. This operation is called lasting. The
shoes are then welted, if welt shoes, the soles are stitched and
the heels attached. At this point the shoe is practically completed,
and the remaining operations are such as are required to give it
the proper appearance. The edges of the soles and heels are
“made” and colored, the bottom is given the desired finish and
the shoes are treed, dressed, packed in cartons and delivered to
the shipping room or stock room.
The difference in classification as between manufacturers
comes almost entirely from the different division of departments
in the “making” process.
The upper-leather cutting room, the stitching or fitting room
and the sole-leather stock fitting room are almost universally
handled as separate departments. The bottom-finishing room and
the treeing, dressing and packing room are usually separate de
partments, although some manufacturers divide the treeing, dress
ing and packing into three departments.
In some factories the processes between the lasting and the
bottom finishing are combined in a single department. Other
factories recognize as separate departments a lasting room, a
welt room, a sole-laying room, a heeling room and an edge-making
room; and others make various combinations between these rooms.
The basis used for separating departments ordinarily depends
on the organization of the factory, that is, a division of labor is
recognized for each department where a single foreman has entire
charge of a certain set of operations.
There may be departments beside those already mentioned
which are manufacturing articles which many or most manu
facturers buy already made from an outside concern. For instance,
while shoe manufacturers almost without exception cut their
own uppers and linings, many buy their soles, heels, counters,
welting, etc., from manufacturers whose business it is to make
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these articles, while other shoe manufacturers make them them
selves. Some manufacturers also make their own cases and car
tons; others buy them. In such circumstances the sole-cutting
department, the heel-making department, the carton-making de
partment, etc., are considered as supply departments separate from
the regular shoe-manufacturing departments.
It follows, therefore, that while the main divisions of labor
cannot be absolutely uniform for all shoe manufacturers, labor
at least should be classified by the departments recognized by the
plan of organization of the particular factory and such further
subdivision should be made as may be called for by the require
ments of the particular factory.
The classification of the various elements of manufacturing
overhead does not necessarily present any problems materially
different from those met in many other manufacturing businesses.
The question of proper application and departmentalization is,
however, of great importance and must be handled in strict accord
ance with the plan of departmentalization used in the individual
factory. It may be stated that the greater part of the shoe-making
machinery is not ordinarily owned by the shoe manufacturer but
is leased. The importance of this practice from a cost standpoint
is that, so far as leased machinery is concerned, it fixes a definite
royalty or rental cost, instead of an estimated depreciation.
So far we have considered the question of the classification of
cost which must be recognized by the shoe manufacturer in order
to make an intelligent application and comparison of his figures.
The very important point now to be considered is the best method
for him to use to apply actual costs against an actual or estimated
selling price.
As previously stated, most shoes are manufactured on orders
already taken—that is, the shoes are sold before they are manu
factured. The ordinary practice is for the manufacturer to design
and make samples, estimate the manufacturing cost of each pat
tern, style and quality, and from this estimate fix selling prices at
which the salesman is to sell the shoes to the customer.
From the nature of the business, this estimate of manufactur
ing cost and the corresponding selling price must be made some
time in advance of the actual manufacture.
There are two principal seasons in the shoe manufacturing
business. In the winter shoes are made for actual use by the
consumer during the next summer, and in the summer the ma
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jority of shoes made are for winter use. For instance, if a
manufacturer is making shoes to sell direct to the retail trade, he
ordinarily designs and makes samples during July and August
and estimates his costs and selling prices at that time. His sales
men will start out with these samples during September and from
this time until the last of January or early in February the sales
men will be taking orders principally from these samples, for
shoes to be manufactured during the fall and winter for actual
use the next summer.
Under such conditions it is apparent that a considerable time
must elapse between the estimating of the cost and selling price
and the actual manufacture of the shoes. The manufacturer when
he makes up and estimates his samples naturally estimates his
expected sales, and so far as is possible and in his opinion ad
visable under the market conditions he “covers” himself by con
tracts for the principal materials which he expects to require for
the coming season.
It will be recognized that with the price fluctuations existing
during the war and post-war period, the shoe manufacturer, in
common with most other business men, has been at a great disad
vantage as compared with normal conditions. It is also apparent
that whether under normal or abnormal conditions it is of vital
importance for the shoe manufacturer to find out at the earliest
possible moment whether the estimate of costs on which he based
his selling prices is in accordance with the actual costs of manu
facturing or not, in order that he may revise his selling prices for
future sales or, if possible, make such changes in his manu
facturing as will bring about the proper relation between the
estimated and actual cost.
The time required to manufacture shoes in quantity varies
from two to four weeks, depending on the kind and quality of
shoes and the efficiency of organization, so that to get the best
results from cost figures, the shoe manufacturer can hardly
afford to wait until each unit of production is completed. He
needs immediate figures on the more important elements of
materials, particularly the two most important: upper leather and
sole leather.
No matter how carefully the estimates of upper-leather cost
have been made, variations are absolutely sure to occur. Leather
is an article which “grows” instead of being manufactured. In
spite of the most careful treatment in the curing and tanning, the
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peculiarities which existed in the skin when on the back of the
live animal will still appear in the finished leather. Even though
the finished upper leather may be carefully sorted into skins of
various grades and qualities, there will be parts of each skin
which will have a relatively larger value than other parts, although,
as is the trade practice, the whole skin will be sold at the same
price per square foot.
The problem in cutting upper leather, therefore, is not simply
to place the patterns so as to utilize the greatest possible area of
the skin with the minimum waste, but also to place the patterns
and cut the skin so as to secure the greatest possible value of shoe
uppers from it. The variation between the estimated and actual
cost of upper leather may arise, therefore, not simply because the
price paid for the leather is higher than anticipated, but because
the grade of stock is not such as would cut to good advantage or
because the cutting is not efficient.
In a shoe factory the unit of production for the purpose of the
shop order is a case of shoes, varying usually from twelve to
seventy-two pairs, according to the custom of the factory. The
ordinary form of shop order for a shoe factory is the so-called
“shoe tag” which contains a full description of the shoes to be
manufactured and accompanies each case of shoes through all
processes of manufacture.
In cutting upper leather it is the usual practice to put together
two or more cases of different styles or grades of shoes in one
cutting job in order to cut the leather to the best advantage. Thus,
for upper-leather cuting records the cutting job rather than the
case of shoes ordinarily must be the basis.
Upper leather as purchased should be charged to an upper
leather stores account as previously indicated, with whatever sub
divisions are required. Records of materials taken from the upper
leather stores should be kept and used on each cutting job, and
an upper-leather “cutting ticket,” charged with the cost of the
materials used and credited with the estimate for upper leather
on the particular shoes cut on this cutting ticket, will show as a
gain or loss the variation between the actual and estimated cost.
Daily, weekly and monthly summaries of these cutting tickets
made up by leathers, styles, employees, etc., will give the manu
facturer the immediate information needed to handle intelligently
this most important part of his manufacturing.
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To have this information accurate, the records of upper leather
used for the individual cutting jobs must be kept with great care.
The final test, of course, is that the upper-leather stores account,
charged with the inventory at the beginning and purchases for
the season and credited with the usage as shown by the cutting
tickets at the end of the season should agree with the actual
physical inventory. If there is a discrepancy between the balance
of the upper-leather stores account and the physical inventory,
the reason must be either inaccuracy in the records or an actual
loss of material through theft or carelessness.
There are some practical difficulties to be met in any attempt
to secure absolute accuracy in the record of usage of upper
leather. In giving out a cutting job, it is impossible to estimate
exactly the quantity of leather which will be required. The cutter
will frequently need additional material, and usually when the job
is completed he will have some material left over to return to the
stock-room.
The number of feet in the whole skins will ordinarily be
marked with reasonable plainness on the skins, but the stock
returned by the cutter will consist, in part at least, of skins
partly cut, on which the number of feet must be measured or
estimated, marked on the part remaining and deducted from the
original amount given out. When the leather which has been re
turned is given out on another job, it must be charged at exactly
the same figure at which it was credited on the job from which it
was returned.
Furthermore, there is a great similarity between some kinds
and grades of upper leather, and when parts of skins come back
to the stock-room it is not always easy to ascertain from the skin
itself the original lot from which it was taken.
To get the best results, upper leather should be arranged in lots
as received, giving a separate number and location to each lot.
The identity of each skin and part of a skin with this original lot
should be maintained until entirely used, and proper lot records
should be kept, showing usage on each cutting ticket, so that peri
odically, or at least as each lot is completed, the lot records may
be checked with the. cutting tickets to find any discrepancies.
It is desirable also to number cutting tickets consecutively and
check the tickets for completed jobs against a number register, as
in practical operation it is easy to mislay a cutting ticket.
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Other subsidiary information is often obtained from the upper
leather cutting tickets. For instance, shoes are ordinarily sold at
a flat price per pair for a certain run of sizes and widths, but the
number of pairs of each size and width ordered in the particular
case of shoes is not necessarily the same as in some other cases
of the same kind of shoe. As the cutting of upper leather is an
area proposition, it follows that if a particular case of shoes con
tains an unusual proportion of large sizes and widths, the upper
leather cost will be greater.
The estimated number of feet required for a particular pat
tern and quality and run of sizes and widths is based on that size
and width which the manufacturer considers will be the average
of his production.
There are several quite satisfactory systems in use for comput
ing how much the estimate of feet required by the average size and
width will be increased or decreased by the sizes and widths for
a particular case.
This information, properly incorporated in the cutting ticket,
will show whether the variation from the estimate is caused by a
variation in quality of stock, by efficiency or inefficiency in cut
ting, or by the variation in sizes and widths of the particular
shoes from the average on which the estimate was based.
It has also proved of value in some cases to show on the cut
ting ticket how much of the variation is caused by the difference
between the price per foot on which the original estimate was
based and the price actually paid for the leather.
The methods of ascertaining differences necessarily vary, but
the need in all cases is the same: namely, to obtain as soon as
possible a comparison of the estimated cost with the actual. To
obtain such information, stores accounts must be kept of all ma
terials together with accurate records of usage. Daily compari
sons with estimates are not in all cases of such vital necessity as
in the case of upper leather, but even on minor items it is desirable
to get at least a monthly comparison.
Labor in a shoe factory is very largely on a piece basis. There
is, however, a considerable amount of productive day labor and
piece prices frequently change. It is desirable, therefore, to have
a monthly and, if possible, a weekly comparison between actual
and estimated cost of labor. This comparison should be made by
departments if possible, but it is hardly advisable to go further,
as the multiplicity of operations is too great.
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There should also be a monthly comparison between the actual
and estimated manufacturing overhead by its main elements.
The importance to the shoe industry of the frequent compari
son of actual and estimated cost naturally leads to the question of
the most satisfactory and practicable form of cost system for this
industry.
The method of carrying goods in process and finished product
at actual cost and showing the manufacturing and trading profit
as the difference between the actual cost of the goods sold and the
selling price, less selling and administrative expenses, is of very
doubtful practicability as applied to the shoe industry. In the first
place this method does not lend itself readily to a quick compari
son of actual and estimated cost incorporated in and provable by
the double-entry bookkeeping system, which is of vital practical
importance. Further, in order to get an accurate cost of goods
sold, it necessitates the carrying of built-up costs for each unit
of production. As previously stated, the unit of production on
which the shop order is based in almost all shoe factories is a
case of shoes. Certain main items of cost may be applied definitely
to each case of shoes, although in many instances, as in the upper
leather cutting, where two or more cases of shoes of different
pattern and quality are cut together in the same job, the division
of cost would have to be more or less arbitrary.
On some of the smaller elements the amount of detail which
would be required properly to allocate the cost to each case of
shoes would make it absolutely impracticable.
The more satisfactory method has been found to be to carry
goods in process and finished goods on the basis of the estimates,
to show the cost of goods sold on the same basis and to handle the
variation between actual and estimated costs as manufacturing
losses and gains.
This gives the manufacturer the real picture of his business
that he wants: namely, the difference between his plan and his
accomplishment; and when proper reserves, based on manufactur
ing gains and losses actually shown, are set up against the goods
in process and finished goods, it shows thee inventories at cost
and furnishes a basis for determining market value if less than
cost.
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